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 iROBOTiCS

ROBOTiCS FOR DEFENCE AND 
SECURiTY

introduction
Nexter Robotics develops the cost-effective 
NERVA family range of robotic systems, which 
includes a large set of platforms, control 
stations and compatible “Missions Kits”.
The platforms all offer a high level of 
robustness and ease of use; 4-wheels and 
6-wheels versions have semi-autonomous 
capabilities which increase operational 
efficiency.

 They can be operated from a large set of 
control stations (PC, Tablets and Smartphones). 
All these are compatible with all types of 
platform. One single control station can 
supervise up to 3 robotic platforms. One 
single robot can be dynamically and 
sequentially operated by several control 
stations.

4-wheels and 6-wheels versions can be 
equipped with more than 20 optional 
“Missions Kits” which extend the range of 
missions that can be addressed with one 
single robotic system (Day/night 
Reconnaissance, CBRN reconnaissance, 
Counter-IED, Security and Protection, Civil 
Security, …)..
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 iROBOTiCS

NERVA-LG
VERSATiLE LiGHT ROBOTiC SYSTEM

MiSSiON
NERVA-LG robotic system consists in a 
light, robust, versatile platform, and an 
associated control station. The 4 cameras and 
microphone which equipped the robot make 
it immediately usable to perform long range 
observation missions (over 1000 m Line Of 
Sight and over 300 m in urban environment). 
The platform is compatible with more than 
20 optional “Missions Kits” which extend 
the set of addressable missions such as 
CBRN reconnaissance, Counter-IED, rescue 

or contact operations. On-board semi-autonomous capabilities further improve the operational 
efficiency induced by this versatility by reducing operators’ workload.

CARACTÉRiSTiQUES TECHNiQUES

Weight (with no additional Kit) 4,5kg

Dimensions (L x l x h) 350mm x 310mm x 150mm

Speed (2 ranges) 0-4km/h and 0-15km/h

Endurance 1h to 2h depending on mission profile

Radio range > 1000m Line Of Sight, > 300m urban

Vision 360° Field of View, HD front camera

Robustness 3m drop, 10m horizontal throw, IP67

Semi-autonomous capabilities
Way points navigation, automatic back homing, leader-
follower, …

 iROBOTiCS

NERVA-S
SMALL-SiZED ROBOTiCS SYSTEM FOR RECONNAiSSANCE

MiSSiON
NERVA-S robotics system is primarily made to 
quickly collect operational information at long 
range. The platform can operate for hours 
without recharging the on-board batteries. It 
is equipped with a High-Definition and High-
Sensitivity front camera which is suitable for 
day and night missions (using, if required, 
additional visible and infrared high power 
on-board lights). It is robust and massive 
enough to be thrown up to several meters far, 
to break a window or to be dropped from a 

moving vehicle. It can be activated within a few seconds, by releasing the rear handle which is 
then used to control the balance of the platform when moving. It can be operated by any type 
of control station of NERVA family (PC, Tablet and Smartphone).

CARACTÉRiSTiQUES TECHNiQUES

Weight (with no additional Kit) 2kg

Dimensions (L x l x h) 200mm x 310mm x 150mm

Speed (2 ranges) 0-4km/h and 0-15km/h

Endurance > 4h

Radio range > 500m Line Of Sight, > 200m urban 

Vision HD camera

Robustness 3m drop, 10m horizontal throw, IP67
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 iKiT ROBOTiCS

AUTONOMOUS EXPLORATiON 
AND MAPPiNG

MiSSiON
This kit is fully compatible with NERVA-LG 
and NERVA-HD robotic systems. It provides 
the robot with the capability to perform 
fully autonomous exploration and mapping: 
When operating in a fully unknown area, the 
platform moves by itself wherever it can go 
and simultaneously acquires the map of its 
local environment. The map is displayed in 
real time and recorded on the control station.
When the robot is equipped with additional 
detectors (CRN sensor, CO2, …), the  map can 

be enhanced with the associated output measurements (for example using dedicated colours to 
indicate a contamination level); this capability also makes it possible to detect victims (CO2 level) 
or to monitor an industrial plant (heat measurement, leak of toxic gaz, …).

TECHNiCAL CHARACTERiSTiCS

Type of Map 2D

Technology used Scanning laser

Range 20 m

Speed of operation > 5 km/h

Completeness of map construction > 90% in structured area

Compatible additional sensors Heat, CO, chemical detectors, …

 iROBOTiCS

NERVA-HD
VERSATiLE MEDiUM-SiZED ROBOTiC SYSTEM

MiSSiON
NERVA-HD offers the standard level of 
nominal performances of NERVA family 
(fast, robust, long radio range, …), with 
additional capabilities in terms of mobility 
(obstacle management) and payloads: It 
can simultaneously operate two “Missions 
Kits” (CBRN Reconnaissance, C-IED, rescue, 
autonomous exploration and mapping, 
combat, …). It can be equipped with tracks to 
climb stairs or with four larger wheels (central 
wheels are then replaced with rotating arms 

which help to manage large obstacles).

TECHNiCAL CHARACTERiSTiCS

Weight (with no additional Kit) 12kg

Dimensions (L x l x h)
650mm x 450mm x 150mm (or 300mm for 4-wheels 
version)

Payload 10kg

Speed (2 ranges) 0-4km/h and 0-15km/h

Endurance > 2h depending on mission profile

Radio range > 1000m Line Of Sight, > 300m urban

Vision 360° Field Of View, HD front camera

Localisation
GPS (dGPS compatible) + odometry + magnetic + 3 gyrometers 
+ 3 accelerometers

Robustness 3m drop, 10m horizontal throw, IP67

Semi-autonomous capabilities
Way points navigation, automatic back homing, leader-
follower, …
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 iKiTS MiSSiONS

EFFECTORS
 

MiSSiON
Robotic systems of NERVA family can operate many optional “Missions Kits” (non-exhaustive list) 
which extend their operational capabilities. Beyond compatible interfaces at platform level, all 
kits can be monitored using any NERVA remote control station.

TECHNiCAL CHARACTERiSTiCS

Disruptors compliant with NERVA family
Recoilless models ABL 2000L (AB Precision) - RE50/RE70 
(CHEMRING) - 12,5mm RC (CHEMRING), etc...
Static or tilt-adjustable mount – Laser and camera assisted sighting.

Less Than Lethal weapons
Remote operation of 56mm and NATO 40 mm standard ammunitions: 
tear gas, flashing grenade, sound grenade.

Smoke generators
Remote operation of a large set of smoke systems for position 
indicators, screening or anti-intruders capability.

On
request

Explosive (or other) depositing
Transport and remotely controlled unloading of various payloads.

APPLiCATiONS
This equipment further improves operational efficiency of NERVA robots for Counter-IED, law 
enforcement, policing and any security task.

 iKiTS MiSSiONS

OBSERVATiON AND DETECTiON
 

MiSSiON
Robotic systems of NERVA family can operate many optional “Missions Kits” (non-exhaustive 
list) which extend their reconnaissance and observation native capabilities. Beyond compatible 
interfaces at platform level, all kits can be monitored using any NERVA remote control station.

TECHNiCAL CHARACTERiSTiCS

Infrared thermal camera
Band: 8-12µm - Resolution: 640 x 480
Frame rate: 9 Hz ou 25 Hz – Focal length: From 7,5 mm to 60 mm
Electronic shutter (improves robustness and acoustic discretion).

Pan-tilt observation turret
Tilt: -30° / +90° - Pan: 360°
Rotation speed: 50°/s
High sensitivity day camera – Optical zoom: x36.

CBRN sensors compliant with NERVA family
AP2C/AP4C (PROENGIN): Detection of toxic gas - RADIAGEM 2000 
(CANBERRA): Radiation level up 100mSv/h with measurement of 
ground contamination – ppbRAE 3000 (RAE Systems): Detection of 
volatile organic compounds, etc...

Detection and localisation of gun shots
NERVA robots can operate PEARL system (ACOEM-METRAVIB).
Detection of small arms shots: 5,56mm to 20mm 
Detection range: 1 km.
 Response time: less than 1s – Angular accuracy : ±7,5°.

APPLiCATiONS
This equipment further improves operational efficiency of NERVA robots for Reconnaissance, 
Surveillance and Rescue missions
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 iKiTS MiSSiONS

SPECiAL PURPOSE

MiSSiON
Robotic systems of NERVA family can operate many optional “Missions Kits” (non-exhaustive list) 
which extend their operational capabilities. Beyond compatible interfaces at platform level, all 
kits can be monitored using any NERVA remote control station.

TECHNiCAL CHARACTERiSTiCS

Eclairage, désignation et pointage 
Compatible with picatinny rails, NERVA family can operate the full set of 
equipment compliant with small arms using this standard interface: Lamps 
(visible and infrared), laser designation, illumination, ect…

Bidirectionnal audio intercom
This Kit integrates a high-sensitivity directional microphone and a high-
power loudspeaker; it makes possible for the remote operator to talk to any 
personal close to the robot.

Radio relay
Relay for Control Station: It extends the operating range of NERVA robots 
when operated from standard PC, Tablet or Smartphone (with no additional 
radio capability than standard Wifi).
Relay for extending field range: It can equip one “relaying-robot” to transfer 
data to a second robot so that it can operate much farther from the control 
station.

Additional external battery
This Kit increases the duration of operational mission of any NERVA-LG or 
NERVA-HD platform, up to 3h for standard mission profile and up to 8h for 
static observation.

APPLiCATiONS
This equipment further improves operational efficiency of NERVA robots in the full range of 
missions they can address (Reconnaissance, Counter-IED, law enforcement, policing, Civil 
Security, …).
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